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CUSTOMER SUCCESS Inkkas

Inkkas wanted to create an optimal customer experience for those browsing its 
specialty footwear website, while increasing sales and minimizing costs. The company 

deployed a LivePerson solution that includes Click to Chat for sales and customer service, proactive chat 

invitations for high-value sales targets, and content targeting based on visitor behavior. After just a few 

months, chat agents are fielding more than 6,500 conversations per month, yielding a 10 percent higher 

conversion rate and 100 percent greater average order value compared with all orders. Twenty-three percent 

of online purchases are being prompted by offers sent via content targeting, and those orders have a 29 

percent greater average order value than orders not influenced by content targeting.

Overview

Founded in 2012, Inkkas 

brings to the global market 

a line of Peruvian shoes 

made from local fabrics using 

an indigenous design. Its 

products are available at 500 

retail stores around the world 

and on its website at  

inkkas.com

The Results 
Operational Results

6,500 + live chat 

conversations per month

16% proactive chat 

acceptance rate

Scale Results

44% conversion rate for 

live chat, compared with 39% 

with prior live chat solution 

and 34% for self service

1oo% higher AOV for live 

chat vs. self service—$150 

vs. $75

23% of purchases include 

an offer pushed through 

content targeting

29% higher AOV for 

purchases influenced by 

content targeting vs. those 

who do not receive content

The Inkkas journey
During a backpacking trip in 2012, Dan Ben-Nun 

was exploring a local market in Cusco, Peru when 

he stumbled across a beautiful, multi-colored pair 

of shoes made from authentic local fabrics. After 

much effort, he located the small manufacturer 

they came from. “There were no Google searches 

that could show me where the shoes were made, 

so I had to go by word of mouth,” Ben-Nun recalls. 

Once he found the Peruvian manufacturer, he 

started discussions with them about taking the 

shoes to the global market.

A few months later, the venture became a reality 

when the Inkkas e-commerce site launched in 

June 2012. The brand quickly became an Internet 

sensation. “Bloggers around the world were 

blogging about the product,” Ben-Nun describes. 

“And consumers from across the globe were 

ordering. This strengthened our confidence that 

we had a scalable a product that the market 

would embrace.”

Less than two years later, Inkkas has 10 

employees in offices in New York City and Paris, 

while the Peruvian manufacturer has grown from 

6 employees to 30. The company’s products are 

available at more than 500 retail stores around 

the world, in addition to the e-commerce site. All 

of the shoes and related products Inkkas sells use 

locally-sourced materials that embody a distinct, 

indigenous design. 

What is also unique about Inkkas is its embrace of 

social responsibility. When Ben-Nun founded the 

company, he wanted to ensure that its mission 

was broader in scope than simply making a profit. 

As a result, the company formed a partnership 

with Amazon Watch to plant a tree in the 

rainforest for every pair of shoes sold. “As we are 

doing business in South America, we believe that 

it is our responsibility to give back to the local 

people—by helping preserve their environment, 

economy, and culture,” he relates.
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Building an engagement channel
Inkkas deployed a live chat option for customer 

service and sales support with the launch of its 

e-commerce site. However, the company quickly 

outgrew the solution, which Ben-Nun describes as 

“rudimentary.” He elaborates: “We found that it was a 

shallow platform with narrow capabilities in terms of 

reporting and optimizing metrics. By the middle of 

2013, we knew that we needed a different solution 

that upgraded our capabilities.”

Ben-Nun and his team had a number of  

requirements in mind as they searched for a new  

solution. “We definitely wanted to have a secure 

window for live chat, so that we can exchange 

sensitive information when needed,” he says. 

“And we wanted to know where inquiries are 

coming from, so that we can set Google Translate 

for the correct language. Finally, we wanted to 

see what page customers are on during a live 

chat conversation, what browser they are using, 

and other information that helps us provide a 

quick resolution.” 

A positive beta experience
When Ben-Nun and his team came in contact with 

LivePerson, the newest version of the LiveEngage 

platform was about to begin beta testing. “We sat 

down for a conversation with LivePerson, and they 

ran us through all the capabilities of LiveEngage,” 

Ben-Nun explains. “We immediately saw that 

LiveEngage had all the specific features we were 

looking for—and much more. We realized it would 

have 10 times the power and functionality of the 

previous solution that we were using. Among other 

anticipated benefits, we believed that migrating 

to LivePerson would directly lead to higher 

conversion rates.”

Inkkas began beta testing LiveEngage about three 

months ago. “Deployment was an easy process,” 

Ben-Nun relates. “Since the product was in beta, 

a LivePerson Customer Success manager spent 

about an hour on the phone with us to walk us 

through the platform step by step. After that, 

it was full speed ahead. We were chatting with 

customers immediately.”

Ben-Nun and his team love the intuitive design of 

the LiveEngage platform. “I think the interface is 

very clean, user-friendly, and simple to use,” Ben-

Nun asserts. “There are nice, bright Click-to-Chat 

buttons and a very clean interface for our agents. 

Everything we need is within the platform—

including training modules, data analysis tools, and 

every detail of configuration.”

Optimal operations
The live chat channel is available during regular 

business hours for both the New York City and Paris 

locations. When an agent is available, a floating 

Click-to-Chat button follows visitors to every page 

There were no Google searches that could show me 
where the shoes were made, so I had to go by word  

of mouth.
– Dan Ben-Nun, Founder & Director, Inkkas

The Challenges 
•  Build a unique brand on an 

indigenous product and 

personalized service

•  Scale customer service and 

sales support as volume 

grows

 

The Solution  
Engagement Model:  

Live chat for customer 

service and sales; targeted 

offers to sales prospects 

Under the Hood  

LiveEngage platform with 

Click to Chat, proactive chat, 

and content targeting

Customer Success 

Deployment tips and 

ongoing scorecards and 

advice
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they visit on the website, using the sticky button feature of the 

LiveEngage platform. Inkkas also extends proactive chat invitations 

to high-value sales targets using rules-based targeting. “We have 

been able to define several simple but effective rules for reaching 

out to customers who are likely to respond to invitations to chat,” 

Ben-Nun explains. 

Two full-time employees—one in each location—conduct live 

chat conversations with customers throughout the day, while also 

fielding inquiries by phone and through Inkkas’ Zendesk customer 

service platform. “Our New York City-based agent specializes in North 

American and Asian languages, while the one in Paris specializes in 

European languages,” Ben-Nun explains. “And even though both agents 

are fluent in multiple languages, there are still languages spoken (and 

written) by customers that they don’t speak. As a result, both of them 

use Google Translate.” The company created two avatars—one for the 

male customer service agent in Europe, and one for the female agent 

in the United States. “The image is definitely branded, as is the chat 

window once a conversation starts,” Ben-Nun states.

Individualized marketing content
In addition to live chat, Inkkas uses the content targeting capabilities 

of the LiveEngage platform to push offers and other types of 

marketing content to targeted visitors. “We have already run several 

campaigns,” Ben-Nun reports. “We ran one campaign that gave a 10 

percent coupon to anyone who visited a certain number of product 

pages. With another campaign, customers who clicked a Free Shipping 

banner later got a pop-up reminding them that the free shipping offer 

would expire soon.” 

The campaign tracking tool in the LiveEngage platform helps Ben-Nun’s 

team to segment visitors for more precise targeting. “We have created

 about a dozen different categories of visitors, and we display different 

content based on the type of user,” Ben-Nun explains. “But in the future, 

I expect the number of different user experiences to expand rapidly. An 

individualized experience is a part of our brand, and the fact that this 

feature is a part of LiveEngage is a big benefit for us.”

One way visitors are segmented is by language. “For example, if 

someone clicks on a German language Web banner, we make sure that 

when we show them a pop-up, it’s in German,” Ben-Nun says. 

Impressive results
The live chat channel is enabling Inkkas to scale its operations for rapid 

growth while minimizing cost. Three months into the deployment of 

LIveEngage, Inkkas’ two agents are conducting more than 6,500 live 

chat conversations per month, and 16 percent of visitors who receive a 

proactive chat invitation accept it.

The LiveEngage deployment has also seen tangible benefits for Inkkas’ 

bottom line. The conversion rate for live chat is 44 percent, compared 

with 39 percent with the previous live chat solution and 34 percent 

with self service. Live chat-assisted sales have an average order value 

(AOV) of $150, compared with $75 overall. “While phone support has 

a similar conversion rate and average order value to live chat, live chat 

makes much more efficient use of staff time,” he notes. “Our agents 

can have chat conversations with four or five customers concurrently 

instead of talking with one customer at a time over the phone.”

Content targeting is also contributing to Inkkas’ bottom line. 

“Twenty-three percent of our orders were influenced by our 

marketing offers, and the AOV of these orders are 29 percent higher 

than those who complete orders without receiving targeted content,” 

Ben-Nun reports. “And while I don’t have hard evidence for this, I 

believe the pop-ups keep customers engaged who might otherwise 

leave our site without buying.”

We saw that LiveEngage had all the specific features we were looking 
for—and much more.

– Dan Ben-Nun, Founder & Director, Inkkas
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As the channel grows, Ben-Nun knows that agent efficiency will 

increase. “Our agents can conduct multiple live chat conversations at 

a time, or can field email or Zendesk inquiries while chatting with a 

customer,” Ben-Nun notes. “Obviously, if you’re on the phone, you’re 

not multitasking at all. And we prefer live chat over Zendesk 

inquiries because a ticket-based system is inherently less efficient 

than real-time engagement. If there are follow-up questions, 

it might take 48 hours to close a Zendesk ticket. Live chat is 

exponentially more efficient.”

Exciting future plans
In addition to maintaining a regular cadence of touchpoints to 

make sure the current solution is working well, Inkkas’ LivePerson 

Customer Success manager is helping the company plan for 

the future. Ben-Nun hopes to deploy exit surveys using the 

LiveEngage platform soon so that more precise measurement 

of customer satisfaction with the digital channel can be made. 

“Anecdotally, customers seem to love having the service available,” 

Ben-Nun remarks.

Another near-term consideration for Inkkas is optimizing the 

customer experience on mobile devices. “We’re definitely seeing 

steady growth in mobile buying and mobile surfing to the site,” 

Ben-Nun notes. “We are spending a lot of time and energy to 

get our mobile website functioning perfectly and really looking 

great on every operating system. With that in mind, we’re very 

interested in deploying LivePerson’s mobile Click-to-Chat tool to 

make the customer experience complete.” 

Whatever the future brings for his exciting new brand, Ben-Nun 

is confident that LivePerson will help Inkkas to engage with 

customers for a long time to come. “We took a chance when we 

founded Inkkas, and it has turned out so much better than we had 

ever hoped,” he reflects. “We know that creating a personalized 

experience for the customer will help us continue to grow, and 

LivePerson is an integral part of that strategy.”

Follow the conversation on Twitter: #LiveEngage

About LivePerson
LivePerson, Inc. (NASDAQ: LPSN) offers a cloud-based platform that enables businesses to proactively connect in real-time with their customers 
via chat, voice, and content delivery at the right time, through the right channel, including websites, social media, and mobile devices. This 
“intelligent engagement” is driven by real-time behavioral analytics, producing connections based on a true understanding of business 
objectives and customer needs. LivePerson is headquartered in New York City with offices in San Francisco, Atlanta, Tel Aviv, London,  
Amsterdam, and Melbourne.
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We have created a dozen categories of visitors, and we display different 
content based on the type of user.

– Dan Ben-Nun, Founder & Director, Inkkas


